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bor states a ten-year nonaggression covenant, but met with
tacit scorn* In late August the unexpected Nazi-Soviet pact
at Poland's expense—a demonstration of appeasement still
more cynical than Munich—executed a swerve so abrupt
that its centrifugal force sent hurtling all fellow-travelers
save those with an iron grip on the Communist line** A week
later Hitler invaded Poland, and Britain and France, though
impotent to give more than moral aid, declared war upon
Germany*
"This nation will remain a neutral nation/* Roosevelt told
the people in a fireside -chat, "but I cannot ask that every
American remain neutral in thought as well* Even a neutral
has a right to take account of facts. Even a neutral cannot be
asked to close his mind or his conscience/' The next year
saw the gradual mobilization of public sentiment—from
benevolent neutrality implemented by "cash-and-carry**
armaments (made possible by a revision of the neutrality
act in November, 1939) to a surge of sympathy and of re-
lief funds for Finland wantonly attacked by Russia, thence
to "all aid for the Allies short of war*' and "aid even at the
risk of war/' as Gallup polls reported to be the majority
desire before the end of 1940* The president marched usually
in the vanguard of mass opinion—both being some steps
ahead of Congress—and sharpened its expression* Even the
past seemed clearer by the light of the new conflagration,
Gallup polls showing, in an unprecedented reversal of a
popular verdict upon history, that citizens who believed
America had mistakenly entered the First World War had
fallen from sixty-four per cent in the spring of 1937 to a
minority of thirty-nine in December, 1940* In the meantime,
by October, 1940, Gallup reported nine out of ten favoring
an embargo on all supplies to Japan*
* The reaction of a young American radical who had just foreseen this
about-face, and spent the ensuing months trying to rebuild his philosophy of
life and politics around a new core—his homeland instead of the "magnetic
mountain'* of Russia—is depicted in the diary of Walter Morris, American
in Search of a Way (N. Y., 1942), 141 ff.

